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Abstract: The application of improved blade tip geometries is studied with the aim of identifying
an effective design concept for industrial fan passive noise control. The concept developed opti-
mizes a datum blade by means of profiled endplates at the tip, reducing fan noise by changing
the tip leakage flow behaviour. Experimental and computational investigations have been carried
out on a family of axial fans, in fully ducted configuration, to establish the aerodynamic merits of
the proposed blade tip design concept. The flow mechanisms in the fan tip region are correlated
to specific blade design features that promote a reduction of the fan aero-acoustic signature in
both tonal and broadband noise components. The tip vortical flow structures are characterized,
and their role in creation of overall stage acoustic emissions clarified. The reported research
identifies modification of tip geometry as markedly affecting the multiple vortex behaviour of
blade tip leakage flow by altering the near-wall fluid flow paths on both blade surfaces. Blade tip
endplates were also demonstrated to influence the rotor loss behaviour in the blade tip region.
Improvement of rotor efficiency was correlated to the control of tip leakage flows.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Axial flow fan design specifications routinely demand
large tip gaps in order to facilitate operation, first,
in applications requiring a range of blade pitch
angles and, second, in emergency smoke exhaust
applications. The tip clearance flow is known to have
detrimental affect on the rotor aero-dynamics [1–3],
significantly contributing to the aero-acoustic signa-
ture of industrial axial flow fans used in the above-
mentioned applications. The tip clearance flow is
recognized as influencing the rotor noise spectra at
discrete frequencies as a consequence of periodic
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velocity fluctuation associated with the tip flow vor-
tex structure. Additionally, the broadband and high-
frequency noise is influenced by velocity fluctuations
in the blade passage [4–7].

As a consequence there is interest within both
the academic and industrial community in looking
for aerodynamic design methodologies that minimize
negative effects of tip gap. By minimizing negative
effect the aim is to manage blade tip to casing clear-
ance flow structure that in turn minimizes impact of
the flow structure on fan performance. Design meth-
ods and techniques that facilitate reduction of tip
clearance noise without sacrificing aerodynamic effi-
ciency have immediate application within a highly
competitive industrial fan market.

The techniques for noise control in fans and com-
pressors have been surveyed, and the solutions pro-
posed grouped into two broad categories, active and
passive noise control techniques. The two categories
are conceptually designed to accomplish the goal of
noise control by reducing the leakage flowrate or by
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enhancing the primary–secondary flow momentum
transfer.

Active control techniques for fans and compres-
sors reported in the literature consider the control of
tip clearance flow by means of fluid injection on the
casing wall in axial compressors [8] and low-speed
axial flow fans [9]. Passive control techniques focus
on, first, the exploitation of three-dimensional blade
design techniques and, second, on modification of
the blade and casing geometry in the gap region. The
first approach makes use of sweep technique in blade
design. This strategy is helpful in extending the aero-
dynamic limits of compressor and low-speed axial fan
rotors by reducing secondary flows and in so doing
positively affecting the rotor stall margin by unloading
the blade tip [10–12].

The second family of control technique is based on
manipulation of gap geometry, and makes use of cas-
ing treatments in the shroud portion over the blade
tip. Opimization of shroud geometry was first iden-
tified in the early 1970s as a method by which the
stable flow range of a compressor or fan could be
extended by weakening the tip leakage vortex. Notable
contributions focus on the use of grooves and slots
[13, 14] and stepped tip gaps [15]. Those scholars
specifically interested in fan technology have pro-
posed recirculating vanes and annular rings as antistall
devices [16].

During the last decade a new technique for the
control of noise in fans and compressors has been
reported in the literature, advocating blade tip mod-
ifications by means of antivortex devices. This tech-
nique, already proven to represent good sealing
configurations in pioneering works by Wadia and
Booth [17, 18], were first proposed in the noise
control field by Quinlan and Bent [6], with ventilat-
ing fan patents proposing other solutions [19–22].
The research reported in this article aims to continue
the development of antivortex devices, investigat-
ing the use of profiled endplates at the blade tip [23].
The study focuses on a family of commercially avail-
able industrial fans, and it reports on an experimental
and numerical assessment of the aerodynamic and
acoustic improvement in fan performance associated
with application of optimized blade tip endplates.

The present study compares the aerodynamic and
aeroacoustic performance of a datum blade with two
other blades, each with improved but different tip
geometries. The first blade has a tip endplate of con-
stant thickness, whereas the second one is equipped
with an endplate of variable profile thickness [24]. The
experimental noise surveys were carried out in an ane-
choic chamber. The tip to casing flow field was mod-
elled using a three-dimensional Reynolds-Averaged
Navier–Stokes (RANS) solver. The authors adopt a par-
allel multi-grid scheme developed for the in-house

finite element method (FEM) code [25]. The FEM
formulation is based on a stabilized Petrov–Galerkin
scheme developed for turbomachinery computational
flow field analysis [26, 27].

The numerical investigation facilitated insight into
the tip leakage flow structure. The flow structure was
analysed using, first, a vortical structure detection
technique and, second, by identifying rotor loss
behaviour. The assessment of benefit associated with
the improved tip geometries is presented in terms of
efficiency and gains in operating margin. The overall
objective of the research is to investigate, via steady
computational simulations, the technical merits of a
passive control strategy for controlling the leakage flow
and reducing tip clearance vortex/stator interaction
noise and rotor tip self noise.

2 TEST AXIAL FLOW FANS

2.1 Test fans

The present study was performed on a family of
commercially available industrial fans. In-service
experiences indicated that this family of fans gives
good acoustic performance with respect to present
state-of-the-art fan technology for this type of appli-
cation. The industrial fans studied have a six-blade
unswept rotor, with blade profiles of modified ARA-D
geometry, originally designed for propeller applica-
tions.The blade profile geometry is given for the datum
fan AC90/6 at the hub and tip sections, respectively
(Table 1).

The blade configurations studied for the datum and
modified rotors feature a high tip stagger angle of
28◦, measured, as is customary practice for indus-
trial fan manufacturers, from the peripheral direction.
This rotor angular setting has been chosen in order
to exploit operating points where the vortical flow
near the rotor tip dramatically affects the aerodynamic

Table 1 AC90/6 fan family specifications

AC90/6 fans

Hub Tip

Blade geometry
�/t 1.32 0.31
Stagger angle (◦) 54 62
Camber angle (◦) 46 41

Fan rotor
Blade number 6
Hub-to-casing diameter ratio ν 0.22
Tip diameter (mm) 900.0
Rotor tip clearance τ (% span) 1.0
Rated rotational frequency (r/min) 900–935

Blade profile geometry and rotor specifications.
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performance and noise characteristics of the fans
under investigation.

2.2 Fan tip endplates

The datum rotor and the improved rotors are referred
to as AC90/6/TF and AC90/6/TFvte, with the thick-
ness distributions of the improved tip concepts being
compared with the datum blade (Fig. 1).

The improved blade tip geometry developed for the
AC90/6/TF fan was inspired by a technique developed
for tip vortex control and induced drag reduction. The
technique suppresses unwanted three-dimensional
flow features around aircraft wings, and has also been
applied as an antivortex device on catamaran hulls.

The tip blade section was modified by adding an
endplate along the blade pressure surface that ends on
the blade trailing edge with a square tail. By introduc-
ing endplates, the blade section is locally thickened by
3:1 with respect to the maximum thickness at the tip of
the datum blade. Endplate design theory indicates that
an endplate thickness ratio of 3:1 is aerodynamically
optimal, as the reference radial dimension of leakage
vortex to be controlled is estimated to be in the range
0.2 to 0.1 per cent blade span, a figure favoured by
those conducting early studies on the rotors of axial
compressor [28] and fan [12].

A recent investigation, carried out by Corsini
et al. [23], assessed the aerodynamics and aero-
acoustics gains of rotor AC90/6/TF with respect to
the datum rotor. The numerical simulation found evi-
dence of a tip leakage vortex breakdown that affects
the rotor AC90/6/TF at the design condition. This neg-
ative feature was found to be responsible for a loss
in fan efficiency. Corsini and Sheard [24] eliminated
the negative feature, identifying that the blade tip
endplate should be designed such that the tip vor-
tex flow was managed to control the vortex rotation

Fig. 1 Test fans and rotor blades (not to scale)

number gradient below a critical safe value. The pro-
posed blade tip geometry exploited a variable profile
thickness distribution of the endplate and was named
AC90/6/TFvte.

3 INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUES

The single rotor research was carried out at design
operating conditions for three configurations of the
studied six-blade axial flow fan, namely: the datum
fan, coded AC90/6; and the two fans modified by
the adoption of tip features, respectively, coded
AC90/6/TF and AC90/6/TFvte. The experimental and
numerical studies have been carried out in ducted
configuration utilizing a high tip pitch angle of 28◦,
on the peripheral direction, for this angular setting the
fan generates the highest static pressure and flowrate
of its operational range.

The research compares datum, AC90/6/TF and
AC90/6/TFvte fan rotors operated in near-design con-
dition (D) with volume flowrate 7 m3/s and global flow
coefficient � = 0.278. The Reynolds number based on
tip diameter and rotor tip speed is 8.3 × 105, for ISO air
condition.

3.1 Experimental procedure

The aerodynamic performance tests were conducted
according to ISO 5801, for fully ducted configuration
and installation type D. This installation features a
ducted inlet and outlet, with an inlet bell mouth. The
noise performance test was carried out in accordance
with the British Standard BS848-2.6:2000, equivalent
to ISO 10302:1996, employing a type A testing con-
figuration. In this configuration the fan is placed
downstream of a plenum chamber with a free out-
let, an arrangement similar to that used for compact
cooling fans.

3.2 Numerical procedure and axial fan modelling

The RANS equations are solved by an original paral-
lel multi-grid finite-element flow solver [25]. Despite
the steady-state simulation, the RANS is considered
an effective investigation tool for vortical structure
detection [29].

The physics involved in the fluid dynamics of incom-
pressible three-dimensional turbulent flow-fields in
the rotating frame of reference was modelled with a
non-linear k−ε turbulence model [30], here used in its
topology-free low-Reynolds variant. This turbulence
closure has been successfully validated on transitional
compressor cascade flows, as well as high-pressure
industrial fan rotors [27]. The numerical integration
of partial differential equations (PDEs) is based on
a consistent stabilized Petrov–Galerkin formulation
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developed and applied to control the instability ori-
gins that affect the advective–diffusive incompressible
flow limits, and the reaction of momentum and turbu-
lent scale determining equations. The latter equations,
respectively, related to the Coriolis acceleration and
the dissipation/destruction terms in the turbulent
scale determining equations [26]. Equal-order linear
interpolation spaces are used for primary-turbulent
and constrained variables, implicitly eliminating the
undesirable pressure-checker boarding effects.

3.3 Axial fan modelling and boundary conditions

The mesh has been built according to a non-
orthogonal body fitted coordinate system, by merging
two structured H-type grid systems, the mesh in the
main flow region, surrounding the blade, and an
embedded mesh in the tip gap region. The mesh has
154 × 68 × 58 nodes, respectively, in the axial, pitch,
and span wise directions. In the axial direction the
node distribution consists of 20, 50, and 30 per cent
of nodes upstream of the leading edge, in the blade
passage and downstream of it. There are 14 grid nodes
to model the tip-clearance along the span (Fig. 2).

The mesh has an adequate stretch towards solid
boundaries, with the ratio of minimum grid spacing
on solid walls to midspan blade chord set as 2 × 10−3

on the blade tip, casing wall, and blade surfaces. The
adopted grid refinement towards the solid surfaces
controls the dimensionless distance δ+ value about 1
on the first nodes row.

Standard boundary condition set has been adopted,
already used in recent numerical studies on high
performance fans [11, 12].

The Dirichlet conditions for the relative velocity
components are imposed at the inflow section half

Fig. 2 Computational grid of fan rotor, mesh details in
the tip gap region

a midspan chord upstream the leading edge. The
velocity profile has been obtained from flow simula-
tion in an annular passage of identical hub-to-casing
diameter ratio that includes an upstream spinner
cone. The inlet distribution of the turbulent kinetic
energy k is obtained from an axisymmetric turbu-
lence intensity (TI) profile, derived on the basis of
former studies on ducted industrial fans [11]. The TI
profile features a nearly uniform value in the core
region (about 6 per cent), growing markedly as the
endwalls are approached (about 10 per cent). The
inlet profile of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
rate is based on the characteristic length scale lε set
to 0.01 of rotor pitch at midspan. Flow periodicity
upstream and downstream the blading, and Neumann
outflow conditions (homogeneous for k and ε and
non-homogeneous for the static pressure) complete
the set of boundary data.

4 PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Aerodynamic tests

The primary performance parameters measured were
the fan static pressure and the efficiency. The static
pressure and efficiency characteristic curves for
datum, AC90/6/TF and AC90/6/TFvte rotors are com-
pared (Fig. 3). Analysis of static pressure curves (Fig. 3)

Fig. 3 Static pressure and efficiency characteristic
curves (dashed lines: datum fan; solid lines:
AC90/6/TF fan; line-symbols: AC90/6/TFvte fan)
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Table 2 Predicted and measured fan overall
performance at 7 m3/s

Measurements Predictions

�pstat (Pa) η �pstat (Pa) η

Datum 134.8 0.490 133.3 0.510
AC90/6/TF 126.2 0.510 126.1 0.504
AC90/6/TFvte 129.0 0.519 128.2 0.516

indicates a small performance reduction in rotor
AC90/6/TF with improved tip concept of about 2
per cent at 6 m3/s as a consequence of interaction
between the tip clearance flow and the suction side
near surface fluid [31]. This performance penalty is
however partially recovered by rotor AC90/6/TFvte
whose static pressure rise increases by throttling the
rotor towards the peak pressure.

When the efficiency curves are studied, it becomes
evident that both the modified rotors feature an effi-
ciency improvement in the range of volume flowrate
above the design volume flowrate. Moreover, the effi-
ciency curve comparison indicates that the adoption
of the tip endplates results in the appearance of a
clear efficiency plateau, that shifts the peak η volume
flowrate towards the rotor stall.

The rotor performance was assessed along the oper-
ating line. The predicted overall performance for
900 r/min rotational frequency are compared, Table 2,
to the experimental data. Efficiency η is computed in
terms of static pressure rise. The comparison confirms
the validity of the predicted performance at the chosen
blade angle, the blade angle at which the fan blades are
most highly loaded and consequentially more prone to
flow separation.

The prediction of performance parameters have
been referred to axial sections, respectively, located at
the inlet of the domain, and 20 per cent midspan chord
downstream the blade trailing edge. The comparison
validates the predicted performance.

4.2 Noise tests

The measured power spectra in one-third-octave band
are compared (Figs 4(a) and (b)), for the measured
sound power level and the A-weighted sound power
level spectra. The noise tests have been conducted
to compare the rotor aeroacoustic signature for iden-
tical static pressure rise, 190 Pa, close to each fan
peak pressure operating point. Hemispherical acous-
tic measurements were performed at a radial distance
from the fan outlet of 2 m, using ten locations of the
probe.

Effectiveness of the improved tip concepts (Fig. 4)
with constant and variable thickness endplates, is
demonstrated by the reduction of the rotor aeroacous-
tic signature both in terms of tonal noise and broad-
band noise. These noise components are related to the
main recognized tip noise generation mechanisms in
axial decelerating turbomachinery. The convection of
the primary tip vortex and its interaction with the sta-
toric structures produces primarily tonal noise, while
the oscillating tip vortex can be linked to the creation
of broadband self-generated noise [32].

Figure 5 gives evidence of the noise reduction poten-
tial of the proposed original tip concepts by comparing
the variation in the whole operating range of the
unweighted overall sound power level (SWL), mea-
sured at a radial distance of 6 m from the fan outlet.

Fig. 4 Sound power level spectra in one-third-octave band. (a) Unweighted spectra and (b)
A-weighted spectra (dashed lines: datum fan; solid lines: AC90/6/TF fan; line-symbols:
AC90/6/TFvte fan)
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Fig. 5 Comparison of overall sound power level in the
operating range (dashed lines: datum fan; solid
lines; TF fan; line-symbols: Tfvte fan)

As evident, both the configurations markedly outper-
form the datum fan. It is also worth noting that the
aerodynamic performance gain in AC90/6/TFvte fan is
followed by a slight worsening of the acoustic signature
in along the operating line.

5 INNER WORKINGS OF ENDPLATES

The improved blade tip concept, developed with use
of constant and variable thickness endplates, has
been demonstrated to reduce the aeroacoustic sig-
nature of the family of fans under investigations.
This payoff appears in conjunction with an efficiency
improvement in the peak pressure operating range.

The experimental data prompted a comparative
investigation, against the datum fan, concerning the
inner workings of the passive control device used
to influence the structure of the tip leakage vortex
and other systems of secondary vorticities. The effec-
tiveness of the passive tip devices is analysed by
comparing the normalized streamwise vorticity map
evolution along the chord, and the tip vortex core
paths. The analysis is complemented by the evalua-
tion of tip leakage flow energy contents, affecting the
rotor aeroacoustic signatures. The analysis is extended
via the presentation of loss coefficient map evolution
within the blade passage to assess influence of the
modified geometry at the blade tip.

5.1 Helicity distributions and vortex cores

The tip leakage vortical structures are first investi-
gated by using the normalized helicity Hn based on

the absolute vorticity [3, 29] as detection tool. Hn is
defined and normalized as: Hn = (ξi · wi)/(|ξ ||w|) with
i = 1, . . . , 3, where ξi and wi are the Cartesian com-
ponents of the absolute vorticity and relative velocity
vectors, |ξ | and |w| their norms. The normalized helic-
ity distribution in the blade tip region is compared
with the contours on cross flow planes in near-design
operating condition (Fig. 6). The probing planes are
located, respectively, at 0.25, 0.43, 0.65, 0.89, and 1.2
blade chord � from the tip section leading edge. The
normalized helicity distribution is plotted with the
vortex cores coloured by the local magnitude.

For the fan rotors studied, a clear vortex core is only
observed for the leakage flow structures emerging in
the front portion of the tip blade sections. In the mul-
tiple vortex behaviour of datum fan rotor (Fig. 6(a))
the helicity field indicates that a main clockwise vorti-
cal structure (TLV1) develops through the passage with
high skewing angle with respect to the blade surface.

The existence of a weak tip secondary vortex
(Fig. 6(a)) corotating with TLV1, in the vicinity of the
suction surface, can be identified on the 0.65� plane
by the streamwise vorticity distribution. In the front
portion of the blade, 0.25� downstream of the leading
edge, the helicity map identifies the presence of a third
vortical structure spreading from the leading edge of
the blade. In the blade aft region, the leakage flow is
mainly characterized by the merging of tip separation
vortex TLV2 and leading edge vortex with TLV1 one,
resulting in a unique clockwise vortical structure able
to affect a large proportion of the blade pitch on the
casing annulus.

There is evidence that the AC90/6/TF rotor tip flow
is modified by the presence of the endplate (Fig. 6(b)).
The existence of a vortex limiting the mass leakage
along the blade pressure surface (Fig. 6(b)) consti-
tutes evidence of the pressure side leg of a horse-shoe
like structure. Similarly to the datum rotor, in the
first quarter of the blade chord, the trace of an addi-
tional highly skewed leading edge vortex corotating
with TLV1 is evident. Both the TLV1 and the leading
edge vortices feature, since their appearance on the
0.25� plane, a smaller in-passage extension coupled
with a reduced helicity magnitude when compared
to the datum rotor field. The leading edge vortex also
never collapses into the TLV1, but decays as indicated
on 0.43� plane. Moving downstream, about midchord,
the TLV1 features a gradual Hn reduction owing to the
weakening of flow vorticity and to the deflection of the
vortex core. This reduction agrees with the hypothesis
of mass leaking reduction along the chord, that gives
rise to a leakage flow structures nearly adjacent to the
blade suction surface (i.e. TLV2 structure).

In the aft portion of the blade, due to the leakage flow
unfeeding, the TLV1 collapses producing a bubble-
type separation recognized as the evidence of a vortex
breakdown by Corsini and Sheard [24]. The separated
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Fig. 6 Normalized helicity Hn contours on cross-sections and vortex cores at the tip, D operating
point: (a) datum rotor, (b) AC90/6/TF rotor, and (c) AC90/6/TFvte

flow turns into a counter-clockwise vortex under the
influence of trailing edge leakage flow streams, rapidly
washing out the vortex behind the rotor so that on 1.2�

plane no coherent vortical structure is evident.
Finally, the use of the variable thickness endplate

concept influences significantly the tip flow features
(Fig. 6(c)). The onset of the main vortical structure
TLV1 moves downstream with respect to datum and
AC90/6/TF blades, to about 0.3�, and the vortex core
path of TLV1 develops closer to the blade suction
surface. At midchord, the weakened TLV1 vortex inter-
acts with an anticlockwise rotating cell. This vortical
core is lifted up from the pressure side boundary
layer by highly energetic leakage jet and merges with
TLV1 causing the inversion of its rotation. In the aft
chord fraction, the tip vortex finally merges with a
trailing edge rotating cell and exits the blade passage
appearing as a coherent clockwise vortical structure.

For this endplate configuration, the helicity maps con-
firms that a driving role is played by the pressure side

Fig. 7 Tip leakage vortex TLV1 trajectories (line-squares:
datum, line-circles: AC90/6/TF; line-triangles:
AC90/6/TFvte)
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vortical structures as given by the horse-shoe vortex
leg and by the corner vortex developing under the
endplate.

The TLV1 vortex core trajectories are compared
within the blade passage (Fig. 7) complemented by a
chordwise comparison of leakage flow skewing angles.
The vortex core path analysis gives further insight
into the inner working of the developed endplates for
leakage flow control.

Except for the location of vortex origins, both end-
plates feature TLV1 core trajectories developing along
paths that are less skewed than the blade tip section.
Because of the antivortex action exerted by the end-
plates, both the improved tip rotors feature a sudden
deviation of TLV1 core behind the blade vane due
to the interaction between the low energy leakage
vortices and the passage flow.

5.2 Leakage flow energy

Investigation of leakage flow vortex energy contents
completes the analysis of primary tip vortex struc-
tures. The rotational kinetic energy, defined on the
basis of crosswise relative velocity components, and
the resolved turbulent kinetic energy k are considered
as benchmark quantities.

The sound sources, tonal in nature, are related to the
energy contents of the tip leakage vortices moving in
the axial direction and interacting with any stationary
surfaces (primarily motor struts or outlet guide vanes).
The rotational kinetic energy isolines within the tip gap
at R = 0.998 are compared (Fig. 8) when the rotational
energy is normalized by the bulk kinetic energy.

The datum rotor (Fig. 8(a)) features the highest rota-
tional kinetic energy magnitude located at the onset of
TLV1, where the leakage flow rolls up with energy con-
tent comparable to the reference one. The datum rotor
map indicates evidence of a second highly rotating
core tracing the tip separation vortex TLV2 previously
observed (Fig. 6(a)). Both improved rotors (Figs 8(b)
and (c)) therefore indicate that the endplates damp
the leakage flow rotational kinetic energy utilizing two
mechanisms. First, the reduction of the momentum
transfer via leakage jet, at the TLV1 onset; second, as
indicated by the rotational kinetic energy reducing
by 50 per cent across the blade passage, the unfeed-
ing of the leaked mass is able to further weaken the
peripheral momentum transfer to tip vortices along
the chord.

As a second energy marker the turbulent kinetic
energy maps are studied by comparing the three-
dimensional chordwise tip flow evolution on probing
sections at 25, 43, 65, 89, and 120 per cent blade chord
from the tip section leading edge. The k maps for the
fans studied have been compared (Fig. 9) with the aid
of simulated tip leakage stream-paths. The chordwise

Fig. 8 Rotational kinetic energy isolines in the rotor tip
gap at R = 0.998, D operating point: (a) datum
rotor, (b) AC90/6/TF rotor, and (c) AC90/6/TFvte

evolution of turbulent kinetic energy maps (Fig. 9)
indicates the significance of difference between the
rotors under investigation, with the difference primar-
ily concentrated in the vicinity of the casing annulus
endwalls. As a general observation, in the presence
of an antivortex device the attenuation of leakage
flow results in an attenuation of the local turbulence
level that reduces the peak turbulent kinetic energy
within the leakage vortex cores. This is particularly evi-
dent (Figs 9(b) and (c)) where the primary tip vortex
rolls up into a low turbulence level core. The peak k
values remain concentrated in the interaction cores
between the suction side near-surface fluid and the
leakage flow. The AC90/6/TF rotor streamlines also
confirm that the primary tip vortex collapses giving
rise to a separation bubble structure, similar to the
time-averaged evidence of leakage flow vortex break-
down (Fig. 9(b)) a phenomenon identified by Inoue
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Fig. 9 Turbulent kinetic energy contours on cross-sections and tip vortex streamlines, D operating
point: (a) datum rotor, (b) AC90/6/TF rotor, and (c) AC90/6/TFvte

and Furukawa [29]. It is evident (Fig. 9(c)) that the end-
plate variable thickness distribution is able to correct
the TLV1 breakdown acting locally on the vortex rota-
tion number on the basis of the endplate thickness
distribution in the chord direction [24].

5.3 Loss at the rotor tip

Rotor loss behaviours at the blade tip are discussed
with reference to the local total loss coefficient
defined ζ . The loss behaviour is, finally, investigated
with reference to the local total loss coefficient defined
as: ζ = (p0in − p0)/0.5ρw2

in, where p0 is the local rel-
ative total pressure, p0in and 0.5ρw2

in are, respec-
tively, the reference pitch-averaged relative total and
dynamic pressures computed at the inlet midspan
plane.

The total loss coefficient distribution within the
blade passage (Fig. 10) is probing the flow fields in the
vicinity of the blade leading edge, about midchord and
in the region behind the blade (respectively, approxi-
mately 25, 65, and 120 per cent chord from the leading

edge). The predicted loss evolutions (Figs 10(a) to (c))
in the design operating condition agree with the evi-
dence found in literature for low-speed rotors and with
the aerodynamic tests carried out. At the rotor inlet,
all rotor distributions feature loss cores mainly con-
centrated on the hub annulus walls. Moving towards
the blade aft, the loss maps are characterized by loss
core directly related to the development of primary
tip vortices travelling through the blade vane. A larger
peak loss core affects the improved tip concept rotor
AC90/6/TF (Fig. 10(b)) owing to the vortex breakdown.
By comparing the AC90/6/TF and datum blade loss
map on 1.2�, it is evident that the improved tip rotor
features a beneficial spanwise loss distribution, as it
outperforms the datum fan within the wake and on the
hub endwall where it gives healthier near wall layers
on pressure and suction side corners.

When studying the AC90/6/TFvte fan rotor, there is
evidence that the endplate design concept [24] func-
tions (Fig. 10(c)). The leakage vortex breakdown is
able to reduce the high loss core at the tip, behind
the rotor and along the blade suction side within the
interaction region between leakage and near-surface
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Fig. 10 Evolution of total pressure loss coefficient ζ

inside the blade passage: (a) datum rotor, (b)
AC90/6/TF rotor, and (c) AC90/6/TFvte

flows. This comparative behaviour, in agreement with
the aerodynamic test results, is considered to be a
consequence of the reduced three-dimensional flow
rearrangement occurring as a consequence of the
reduction in mass leaking through the tip gap. The
limited radial migration of near-wall surface fluid
induces smaller hub loss core and the contraction of
suction/corner stall (Figs 10(b) and (c)).

6 CONCLUSIONS ON NOISE CONTROL BY
ENDPLATES

Sound is a weak by-product of a subsonic turbulent
flow, and noise generation control in fans is chal-
lenging because turbulence is relatively inefficient as
an acoustic source. The analysis of leakage flow was
intended to provide evidences of the aerodynamic
mechanisms realized by the endplate based tip con-
cepts for passive noise control. To this end, the phe-
nomenological viewpoints, given in section 5, must be
complemented by additional observations as to the
influence endplates exert on the rotor aeroacoustics
by altering the turbulent flow in the tip region.

Fig. 11 Turbulence intensity iso-surfaces at the tip:
(a) datum rotor, (b) AC90/6/TF rotor, and (c)
AC90/6/TFvte

The endplates work as mixing enhancement
devices, altering the turbulence statistics and the time-
and length-scales of noise generating eddies. These
modifications to the flow field directly impact on the
sound field by modifying the low- and high-frequency
noise components.

The effectiveness of tip endplates, AC90/6/TF and
AC90/6/TFvte, is first discussed through a comparison
of turbulence intensity TI iso-surfaces in the vicinity of
the tip (Fig. 11) where two turbulence intensity levels
have been taken, respectively, TI = 0.3 and TI = 0.6.

The datum rotor features a high turbulence level
core concentrated about the tip blade (Fig. 11(a))
which develops over a significant fraction of the chord.
The vortex core path entirely evolves within the coni-
cal iso-surface at TI = 0.3.With respect to this baseline,
both the rotors exploiting the improved tip concepts
share common features: the peak TI cores are located
near the leading edge at the onset of the main leakage
vortex (TLV1) and the vortex core trajectories remain
inside low turbulence volumes bounded by the TI =
0.3 iso-surfaces, at the periphery of vortical regions
that are remarkably larger than the in the datum rotor.

The turbulent viscosity (νt normalized by the molec-
ular viscosity) distribution is compared in vicinity
of the blade tip (Figs 12(a) to (c)) confirming that
the improved tip rotors handle the leakage flow by

Fig. 12 Normalized turbulent viscosity νt iso-surfaces at
the tip: (a) datum rotor, (b) AC90/6/TF rotor, and
(c) AC90/6/Tfvte (νt2:102 vmol; νt1:5 × 10 vmol)
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Fig. 13 Normalized helicity Hn iso-surfaces behind the fan rotors: (a) datum rotor, (b) AC90/6/TF
rotor, and (c) AC90/6/TFvte (isosurface 1. Hn = −1, isosurface 2. Hn = 1)

enhancing the turbulent diffusion within the leakage
vortices. The datum rotor features lower diffusion level
in correspondence with the TLV1 path (Fig. 12(a)) and
reach the peak viscosity level behind the blade where
the vortex interacts with primary and secondary flows.

The subsonic broadband noise could be related to
primary tip vortices that once formed are responsible
for the convection of large-scale fluctuations down-
wind the trailing edge that are considered to gives rise
to scattering and broadband noise [32]. Flow visual-
ization and experimental measurements indicate that
secondary flows overall the blade span contribute to
the broadband noise generated by small cooling axial
flow fans.

The normalized helicity distribution behind the
rotors under investigation is compared (Fig. 13) to
identify how the wake behaviour is affected by the
adoption of endplates. It is concluded that the applica-
tion of endplates extends beneficial effect from the tip
region to the blade passage secondary flows (Figs 13(b)
and (c)) with the helicity maps illustrating the reduc-
tion of secondary phenomena related to the wake and
to the hub corner vortices.

7 SUMMARY

A study has been carried out, with the aim of identify-
ing the structure of tip leakage flow and its influence
on the fluid dynamical behaviour in a family of axial
flow fans. The objective of the paper has been to
investigate the effectiveness of improved blade tip
concepts to control the leakage flow phenomena and
rotor aeroacoustic signatures. Two endplate geome-
tries have been developed the first one with constant
thickness, and the second one with a variable thick-
ness distribution according to a safe rotation number
chordwise gradient concept.

The aerodynamic tests indicate that the improved
tip concepts are affected by a small performance
derating, but the measured efficiency indicates an

improvement with increased peak performance and
wider high efficiency plateau towards the rotor stall
margin. The noise test demonstrated a reduction of
the rotor aeroacoustic signature both in terms of tonal
noise and broadband noise.

The investigation was based on an in-house devel-
oped parallel finite-element Navier–Stokes solver.
The physical interpretation of the detailed three-
dimensional flow field predictions were studied by
means of streamlines, streamwise vorticity, or leakage
flow kinetic energy, and loss maps.

The comparison of detected leakage vortical struc-
ture development indicated that the datum rotor
features a multiple vortex behaviour characterized by
a dominant leading edge vortical structure, highly
skewed with respect to the local relative flow direc-
tion, and a weak tip secondary vortex in the vicinity
of the suction surface. The presence of the endplates
influence the leakage flows structure at the leading
edge by changing its orientation with respect to the
local relative streamlines that govern the secondary
flow advection in the rotor frame. Both the rotors
designed with the improved tip geometries appear
to be characterized by two vortical structures at the
tip, respectively, the trace of the pressure side leg
of an incoming horse-shoe vortex like structure and
the suction side trace of the main leakage flow. The
existence of this pressure side vortex, peculiar of the
improved tip concepts rotor, is recognized as one of
the factor contributing to the control of the leakage
phenomenon promoting a vena contracta effect. As a
consequence the mass leaking is unfed close to the
leading edge and the resulting control of leakage flow
onset converts into potentially improved aeroacoustic
performance.

The analysis of the leakage flow energy contents,
indirectly related to the recognized tip leakage noise
mechanisms, has provided evidence of a reduction
in the rotational kinetic energy and turbulence level
on the casing owing to the presence of the antivortex
device.
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The loss coefficient distributions confirm that the
highest loss regions were always observed to coin-
cidence with the leakage vortex core with a nearly
constant peak loss value. The comparative analysis
of mechanical energy loss within the tip gap showed
that presence of the antivortex device at the tip leads
to a reduction of mechanical energy loss within the
gap, suggesting that the loss level within the tip gap is
mainly controlled by the mass leaking.
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APPENDIX

Notation

D design operating point
Hn normalized helicity
k turbulent kinetic energy
� chord length
lε turbulence length scale
l.e. leading edge
p static pressure
P peak-pressure operating point
PS pressure side
r radius
R radial poistion normalized by tip

radius
SS suction side
SWL sound power level
t.e. trailing edge
TI turbulence intensity
TLV tip leakage vortex
Uc casing relative peripheral

velocity
v, w absolute and relative velocities
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates

γ stagger angle
δ+ normalized distance from the wall

ε turbulent dissipation rate
ζ total loss coefficient,

(p0in − p0)/0.5ρw2
in

η efficiency
ν hub-to-casing diameter ratio
νt turbulent viscosity
ξi absolute vorticity vector
ξs streamwise vorticity,

ξs = (ξi · wi)/(2ω|w|)
σ blade solidity
� global flow coefficient (annulus

area-averaged axial velocity
normalized by Uc)

χ rotor tip clearance
� pressure rise coefficient

(�p/(ρ0.5U 2
c ))

ω rotor angular velocity

Subscripts and superscripts

a, p, r axial, peripheral, and radial
c casing wall
h hub wall
i Cartesian component index
in inlet section
mol molecular quantity
s streamwise component
- pitch-averaged value
0 total quantities
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